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MareLube™ TEF45 Maximum PTFE Lubricant 
New Anti-Corrosion, Anti-Seize Lubricant Contains 45% PTFE 
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Rancho Santa Margarita, CA – MareLube TEF 45 is a state-of-the-art solution for lubrication 
and protection in extreme loading and corrosion conditions. A Forespar exclusive product, TEF45 
is a highly water-resistant synthetic lubricant grease that contains 45% PTFE, which is the 
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highest percentage available. 

TEF 45 uses a unique formulation of 45% PTFE sub-micron sized particles, advanced tackifiers 
and other high performance additives to provide complete waterproof integrity, a bi-metallic 
barrier and superior anti seize properties, perfect for the maritime industry. TEF 45 also works 
well at protecting against rust corrosion. TEF 45 is available in 8 lbs pails or 12 oz caulk tubes 
for larger industrial applications, as well as 4 oz or 16 oz jars and conveniently pre-loaded 30cc 
and 6cc syringe packs for precise applications where injection is needed.

Forespar® is one of the oldest, most established marine equipment manufacturers in the United 
States.  Their diverse line of products includes Marelon® composite plumbing fittings, carbon 
fiber structures and aluminum tubing.

MareLube TEF45 is available in these different sizes:

Part # Product Description
770170 MARELUBE TEF45 - 12oz Caulk Tube   
770171 MARELUBE TEF45 - 8lbs Pail     
770068 MARELUBE TEF 45 - 16oz EACH    
770067 MARELUBE TEF 45 - 4oz     
770065 MARELUBE TEF 45 - 6cc SYRINGE   
770066 MARELUBE TEF45 - 30cc - SYRINGE   
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